
20.14 Review
20.14.1 Key knowledge summary
20.2 The importance of businesses as producers• The Australian economy is the total of all activities undertaken within Australia for the purpose of

producing, distributing and consuming goods and services.• We purchase goods and services to satisfy our needs and wants.• Employees provide labour to businesses and receive money in return, enabling them to purchase goods
and services from other businesses.

20.3  Responding to consumer demand• A market is any organised exchange of goods and services for money, with many different markets
operating in the economy as a whole.• Markets in Australia are influenced by what consumers wish to buy, including products that are
healthy and environmentally friendly.

20.4  Determining prices• Businesses can determine their prices by using the recommended retail price, following price leaders,
using percentage mark-ups, pricing according to what the market will bear, or offering quotes to
customers.

20.5 Influencing overseas producers• Australia is a major trading nation, with large volumes of exports and imports traded with countries all
over the world.

20.7  The importance of work• Work is an important part of every person’s life, necessary to fund the purchase of goods and services
to meet needs and wants. Work also has non-financial benefits.

20.8  Why we work• People work for different reasons: to earn money, to improve living standards, to gain prestige, to
obtain self-satisfaction, to make friends, to help others

20.9  Different types of work• Work can be paid or unpaid.• Work can be voluntary, and volunteers make an important contribution to the community.• There are more men than women in full-time employment. Women tend to have more part-time or
casual employment.

20.10 Work, the economy and society• Work contributes to the Australian economy by helping to reduce poverty, improve productivity and
generate income.

20.11  Alternative sources of income• Alternative forms of income include superannuation, commission, welfare payments, rental income
and dividends.• The population of Australia is ageing as infant mortality falls, life expectancy rises, and new
technology and medicines are developed.• It is a good idea to start planning for your retirement as soon as you start working.• Retirees still need to have an income.• Retirement income streams consist of superannuation, pensions and savings.
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Interactivies: Consumers and producers crossword (int-5418)

Working for a living crossword (int-5427)

Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

20.12 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

<content to come> 

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question outlining your views.

KEY TERMS
goods physical items that satisfy needs and wants
labour the performance of laborious mental or physical tasks and/or the provision of time and effort in exchange

for money
needs goods or services that are essential for life
percentage mark-up a way of determining selling price by adding a fixed percentage to the cost of the product
profit what remains after all business expenses have been deducted from the money that has been collected

from selling goods or services
retail describes a business that sells goods and services to consumers
services actions done for you by others to satisfy your needs and wants
wants non-essential goods and services
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